G675bag Ribbon Bag
Suggested yarn:

• Pierrot Yarns Cyrup [52% acrylic, 29% nylon, 13% cellulose, 6% polyester; 492 yds/
450m per 1.76 oz./50g cone]; color #18 berry pink, 1 cone [small amount]
• Pierrot Yarns Cotton Neat [100% cotton; 58 yds/53m per 1.41 oz./40g skein];
• color #611 coral pink, 2 skeins [80g]
• color #616 baby pink, 5 skeins [180g]

Tools/Notions:

• 4.0mm (US G) crochet hook or size necessary to achieve gauge
• 1 magnetic purse snap
• glue suitable for fabric
• lining fabric (21cm/8.27" by 17cm/6.69")
• cardboard or other stiff material for bottom of bag (19cm/7.48" by 15cm/5.91")

Finished measurements:
• Please see schematics.

Gauge (10cm/4" square):

• single crochet (US): 16 sts and 20 rows
• pattern stitch: 15 sts and 18 rows
Gauge may vary according to individual crochet style. Change hook size if necessary to achieve
gauge. Alternatively, rework pattern with your own gauge measurements.

Summary
※Note: Like all Japanese patterns, stitch counts given here for foundation chains do not include any chain sts needed for
turning posts.
Body of bag: Work foundation chain to begin, then work in sc. After working bottom and side, bind off. Join yarn to
foundation chain edge and work sc into foundation chain, then work second side in sc.
Gusset (make 2): Work foundation chain to begin, then work in sc.
Flap: Work first row of sc into top edge of one side of bag. Work rest of flap in sc.
Handle (make 2): Work foundation chain to begin, then work in pattern stitch. After crocheting handle, whipstitch as
indicated in schematic using Cyrup. Then decorate handle with embroidery using and overcast stitch and 2 strands of
Cyrup held together (see handle decoration chart).
Finishing: Referring to finishing schematics, place body and gusset together with wrong sides facing each other and seam
using whipstitch. For each handle, seam center section of handle (but not the 8.5cm section at each end of handle) with
whipstitch. Fasten magnetic snap to flap and side of bag where indicated. Crochet and assemble ribbon, then fasten to flap
so that it covers the magnetic snap. Cut lining fabric and cardboard (or other stiff material) to sizes indicated in lining
schematics. Glue fabric to cardboard as shown and allow to dry. Insert cardboard into bottom of bag with fabric facing up.
Abbreviations:
ch = chain
RS = right side
sc = single crochet (US)
tbl = through back loop only
WS = wrong side
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Body of bag

4.0mm hook
Cotton Neat color #616 baby pink

Gusset (make 2)

4.0mm hook
Cotton Neat color #611 coral pink

side
21.5cm
43 rows

sc

58.5cm
117 rows

bottom

18cm
36 rows

15.5cm
31 rows

sc
15.5cm
25 sts
ch25 to begin

ch32 to begin
sc 32

Flap

21.5cm
43 rows

sc

4.0mm hook

Cotton Neat color #611 coral pink

side
20cm | 32 sts

15.5cm
31 rows

sc
7.5cm
12 sts

work 12 sts
into side of bag

12 sts

Lining the cardboard insert
1 piece lining fabric

1 piece cardboard
overlap
margin

15cm

17cm

21cm

fabric

19cm

1cm

cardboard

1cm

cut corners
※Apply glue to back of cardboard (or other
stiff material). Center cardboard on wrong
side of lining fabric. Allow glue to dry.

Handle (make 2)

4.0mm hook

Cotton Neat color #616 baby pink
With wrong sides facing each other, seam
sections marked with using whipstitch.

8.5cm

8.5cm

pattern stitch

5cm 9 rows

start: 58 sts | 39cm

Pattern stitch

Handle decoration

4.0mm hook

With 2 strands of Cyrup color #354 berry
pink, embroider with an overcast stitch.

sc tbl

start: 58 sts

Ribbon

4.0mm hook
2 strands of yarn held together:
Cotton Neat color #616 baby pink
Cyrup color #18 berry pink

How to attach handles
Cotton Neat color #616 baby pink

part A
5cm
9 rows

whipstitch
WS

pattern stitch

8.5cm
13 sts

whipstitch, then turn RS-out

start: 30 sts | 20cm

part B

5cm
7 sts

RS

Whipstitch each end
of handle to side of
bag on wrong side.

Finishing

Position the ribbon over the
back of the magnetic snap
so that it's not visible from
28cm
the side of the bag.

➀ Whipstitch foundation chain
edge of gusset to bottom.
whipstitch
6 sts
10 sts
side
flap 12 sts
8 rows

gusset

16 sts
side

bottom

magnetic
snap

10 sts

magnetic
snap

5.5cm
8 sts

Cyrup color #354 berry pink
Wrap part B around center of part
A, then whipstitch on back side.

2cm | 3 rows

section

11 rows
gusset

➁ Match up the symbols (★ to ★, and
so forth) and seam with whipstitch. Then
seam top section of sides with whipstitch.

31cm
18cm

21.5cm

whipstitch

※whipstitch colors (use 2 strands
of Cotton Neat held together):
color #611 coral pink
color #616 baby pink

35.5cm
20cm

